ABSTCT Some random fixed point theorems in random convex metric spaces are obtained. Results regarding random best approximation on random convex metric spaces are also proved.
INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
Random fixed point theory has received much attention for the last two decades, since the publication of the paper by Bharucha-Reid [3] . On the other hand, random best approximation has recently received further attention after the papers by Sehgal and Waters [13] , Sehgal and Singh [12] , Papageorgiou [11] , Lin [10] and Beg and Shahzad [1] . The purpose of this paper is to prove some invariant random approximation theorems in random convex metric spaces. Let (fl, A) be a mesurable space, (X,d) metric space, 2 family of all subsets of X, CK(X) family of all nonerapty compact convex subsets of X, K(X) family of all nonempty compact subsets of X and CB(X) family of all nonempty closed bounded subsets of X. A mapping T:f2 is called measurable if for any open subset C of X, T-(C)= {w f: T(w) C ) e A.
A mapping : F/---X is said to be a measurable selector of a measurable mapping T:f2 * if is measurable and for any w, (w)T(w). A mapping 1Received" February, 1993 . Revised" June, 1993 2Research supported by NSRDB grant No. M.Sc. (5)/QAU/90. f:f x XX is called a random operator if for any x X, f(. ,x) is measurable. A mapping T:f x X---,CB(X) is a random multivalued operator if for any x X, T(. ,x)is measurable. A measurable mapping : fX is called a random fixed point of a random multivalued (single valued) operator T:fxXCB(X) (open) . A mapping T is called continuous if T is both upper and lower semicontinuous. A random operator T:f x X---.CB(X) is called Lipschitzian if g(T(w, x), T(w, y)) < L(w)d(x, y) for any x, y e X and w gt, where L: f---[0, c) is a measurable map and H is the Hausdorff metric on CB(X), induced by the metric d. When L(w)< 1 (L(w)= 1)for each then T is called contraction (nonezpansive). Let K be a subset of X. A random operator T:fxK---+K is said to be a Banach operator if there exists measurable map fl:Ft--,[O, 1) and for each x e g and w FI, d(T(w,T(w,x)), T(w, x)) < fl(w) d(T(w, z), z). A continuous mapping V: X x X x [0,1)X is said to be convez structure on X, if for all z,y in X and [0,1] the following condition is satisfied" <_ + for all u X. A metric space X with convex structure is called a convex metric space. Bnch space and each of its coavex subsets are simple examples of cortvex metric spce. There are mny convex metric spaces which can not be imbedded in any Banch space. For examples and other details we refer to Takahashi [14] . A subset K of a convex metric space X is said to be coavex if Y(x, y, ) g for all z, y g and [0,1]. The set g is said to be starshaped if there exists some p K such that V(x, p, ) K for all x K and ,k [0,1]. The point is clled starcentre of K. Clearly starshaped subsets of X coatain all convex subsets of X s proper subclass. A convex metric spce is said to satisfy property (I), if for all x, y e X and e [0,1], d(V(x, p, ;k), V(y, p, ),)) <_ ;kd(x, y). Property (I) is always satisfied in any normed space X. For details we refer to Guay, Singh and Whitfield [4] . Let W: f x X x X x [0,1]--,X be a mapping having the following properties" (i) (ii) For each w fl, W(w,., -, ) is a convex structure on X For each x, y, e X, A e [0,11, W(., x, y, A)is measurable.
The mapping W is called a random convex structure on X and X is random convex metric space.
INDOM FIXED POINTS
In this section, random fixed point theorems in random convex metric spaces are proved. For corresponding fixed point theorems, we refer to Guay, Singh 
Put (w)-T(w, 0(w)). The mapping is measurable by Himmelberg [6] and a sequence of measurable mappings can be defined as follows:
(w) = T(w, , 1(o3)) T"(w, o(W)) (for each w e f, n = 1, 2,...).
Assuming n _< m, we have for any w d((,(w), ,
being a closed subset of a complete metric space, is complete, therefore converges to some (w)e E. Thus lim,._,oo,,(w)-(w). By continuity of T, T(w, (o))= ((w) for each w Remark 2.2. Theorem 2.1 remains rue if E is a closed subse of a separable meric space X and closure of T(w, E) is compac for each w f. Theorem 2.3. Let X be a separable random convex metric space satisfying property (I) and E be a closed and p-starshaped subset of X. If T:xE--,E is a nonexpansive random operator and closure of T(w,E) is compact for each w , then T has a random fixed point.
Proof:
Define a sequence of random operators T,:xE---E by T,,(w, x) = W(, T(w, x), p, ()), where 3 is a fixed sequence of measurable mappings fl:fl---(0,1) and ()converging to 1. Each T is a continuous Banach operator:
for each x E and w ft. Theorem 2.4. Let X be a compact starshaped subset of a separable random convex metric space satisfying property (I). Let T:X--+X be a nonexpansive random operator. Then T has a random fixed point.
Choose a starcentre x 0 of X and a sequence {k} of measurable mappings k,: -+(0,1) and k,(w)-+l as n-+cx. Define the random operator T,, flx X--X by T,(w, z) = W(w, T(w, z), Xo, The operator T, is a contraction. Indeed, d(T,(w, x), T,(w, y)) = d(W(w, T(w, x), Zo, k,(w)), W(w, T(w, y), Xo, k,(w))) <_ k,(w)d(T(w, x), T(w, y)) < for all z, y X and w f. By Hns [5] , T, has a unique random fixed point Define a sequence of mappings G,: f---K(X) and a mapping G: f---g(x) by the same wy as in the proof of Theorem 2.3. Then G is measurable and has measurable selector . This is random fixed point of T.
Theorem 2.5. Let X be a compact and starshaped subset of a separable random convex metric space satisfying property (I). Let F:f X--,CK(X) be a nonexpansive random operator, then F has a random fixed point.
Choose a starcentre p of X and a sequence {k,} of real valued measurable mapping such that 0 < kn(w) < 1 and k,(w)---l as n--cx. For each n, . Thus by Kuratowski and Ryll-Nardzewski [9], G has a measurable selector '. This selector " is the desired random fixed point of F. For each n, there exists 9, F(w,,(w))such that ,(w)= W(w,y,, p,k,(w)). It implies that {9,} converges to (w) and since F is continuous, it follows that (w) e F(w, (w)) for each w e [2. Let (X,d) be a metric space. A random operator f:f x X---X is called asymptotically regular if for any x e X and w e a, d(f"(w,z),f + (w,x))O as nee. A mapping f:XX is said to commute with a mapping F:XCB(X) if for each z e X, f(F(z))C F(f(z)). Also, a random operator is said o commute with a random operaor F: a x XCB(X)if for each w e a, f(w,. ) and F(w,. ) commute.
Theorem 2.6. Let X be a compact starshaped subset of a separable random convex metric space satisfying property (I). Let f:xX--,X be a nonezpansive and asymptotically regular random operator, F: x X-+CK(X) be a nonezpansive random operator. Suppose f commutes with F, then there exists a common random fixed point of f and F.
By Theorem 2.5, F has a random fixed point 1" The mapping 2:fl--X defined by (()= f(w,(w))is measurable by Himmelberg [6] . Since f and F commute, is a random fixed point of F. By induction, the sequence {} of mapping :fl--X for which +(w)= f(,(w)) ( f, n = 1,2,...) are random fixed points of F. Define a sequence of mappings G: ---K(X) and a mapping G: --K(X) by the same way as in the proof of Theorem 2.5. Then G is measurable and has a measurable selector . This is common random fixed point of f and F.
Remaxk 2.7. With the notion of random convex metric space, Theorems 2.5 and 2.6 generalize Theorems 3.4 and 3.6 of Itoh [8] . our 
tLANDOM BEST APPROXIMATIONS
The aim of this section is to prove some results regarding best approximation in random convex metric spaces.
A continuous function S from a closed convex subset C of a convex metric space X, into itself is said to be affine if S(Y(x,y,A))-V(Sx, Sy, A) whenever A [0,1] Q and x,y in C, where Q denotes, the set of rational numbers. Let (X, d) be a metric space and C be a nonempty subset of X. Suppose x X. An element y C is called an element of best approximation of x (by the elements of the set C) if we have d(x, y) in f d(x, z). zC We will denote by P(x) the set of best C-approximations to x, that is, P(z)-{ e C" d(z, 9)-inI d(z,z)} and boundary of C by OC. Theorem 3.1. Let X be a separable random convex metric space satisfying condition (I). Let T,S: x X---,X be two random operators, C a subset of for all x,y P(x*)U {x*} and w a. Let S be continuous and affine on P(x*) and S(w, T(w, x)) = T(w, S(w, x)) for all z e P(x*). If P(x*) is nonempty, compact, and q-starshaped with respect to q = S(w, q) and S(w,P(x*))= P(x*), then there exis a measurable map :flP(z*) which is a common random fixed point of T and S. <_ v)). By Beg and Shahzad [1, Theorem 3.2] there exists a measurable map = T,(w, ,())= S(w, {,(w)) for each w ft. Define a sequence of mappings G,:fl+g(P(x*)) and a mapping G:fl+g(P(x*)) by the same way as in the proof of Theorem 2.3. Then G is measurable and has a measurable selector Since P(x*)is compact, {,(w)} has a subsequence ,(w)+{(w). Now ,,(w) = T,(w, ,()). Since k,,(w)---,1, therefore ,(w)---T(w, (w)). Hence T(w, {(w))= (w) for each w . The continuity of S further implies that = for all w e .
A metric space X is called -chainabte if for every a, b X, there exists an y-chain that is a finite set of points a-x 0<x<x<...<x.=b (n may depend on both a and b) such that d(zi_ ,xi)< (i-1,2,..., n).
A Then there exists a measurable map 'P(x*) such that for any w Prf:
Similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1, only need to notice that the corresponding T, are uniformly locally contractive random operators and have random fixed points , from Beg and Shahzad [2, Theorem 5.1].
We recall that an operator T:XX is compact, if for any bounded subset S of X, CI(T(S))ic compact. If an operator T:XX leaves subset Y of X invariant, then a restriction of T to Y will be denoted by the symbol T/Y. Theorem 3.3. Let X be a separable random convex metric space satisfying property (I) and T: f x X---X be a nonezpansive random operator. Let C be a T(w,.)-invariant subset of Z and T(w,.)/C be compact and x* be a T(w,. )-invariant point for each w f. If P(x*) is nonempty, convex and compact, then there exists a measurable map :f--+P(x*) such that T(w, (w)) (w) for each w e f.
Proof:
The set Pc(x*)is T(w,. )-invariant, closed and convex. Since P(x*) is bounded subset of c and T(w,. )/C is compact, closure of (T(w,P(x*))) is compact for each w f. Theorem 2.3 implies that T has a random fixed point in P(x*).
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